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Disclaimer
This analysis has been prepared by Willis Re on condition that it shall be treated as strictly confidential and shall not be communicated in whole, in part, or in 
summary to any third party without written consent from Willis Re.
Willis Re has relied upon data from public and/or other sources when preparing this analysis.  No attempt has been made to independently verify the accuracy 
of this data.  Willis Re does not represent or otherwise guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such data nor assume responsibility for the result of any 
error or omission in the data or other materials gathered from any source in the preparation of this analysis.  Willis Re, its parent companies, sister companies, 
subsidiaries and affiliates (hereinafter “Willis”) shall have no liability in connection with any results, including, without limitation, those arising from based upon 
or in connection with errors, omissions, inaccuracies, or inadequacies associated with the data or arising from, based upon or in connection with any 
methodologies used or applied by Willis Re in producing this analysis or any results contained herein.  Willis  expressly disclaims any and all liability arising 
from, based upon or in connection with this analysis.  Willis assumes no duty in contract, tort or otherwise to any party arising from, based upon or in 
connection with this report, and no party should expect Willis to owe it any such duty. 
There are many uncertainties inherent in this analysis including, but not limited to, issues such as limitations in the available data, reliance on client data and 
outside data sources, the underlying volatility of loss and other random processes, uncertainties that characterize the application of professional judgment in 
estimates and assumptions, etc.  Ultimate losses, liabilities and claims depend upon future contingent events, including but not limited to unanticipated 
changes in inflation, laws, and regulations.  As a result of these uncertainties, the actual outcomes could vary significantly from Willis Re’s estimates in either 
direction.  Willis makes no representation about and does not guarantee the outcome, results, success, or profitability of any insurance or reinsurance program 
or venture, whether or not the analyses or conclusions contained herein apply to such program or venture.
Willis Re does not recommend making decisions based solely on the information contained in this report.  Rather, this report should be viewed as a 
supplement to other information, including specific business practice, claims experience, and financial situation.  Independent professional advisors should be 
consulted with respect to the issues and conclusions presented herein and their possible application.  Willis makes no representation or warranty as to the 
accuracy or completeness of this document and its contents.  
This analysis is not intended to be a complete actuarial communication.  A complete communication can be provided upon request. Willis Re actuaries are 
available to answer questions about this analysis.
Willis Re does not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice.  This analysis does not constitute, is not intended to provide, and should not be construed as such 
advice. Qualified advisers should be consulted in these areas.
Willis Re makes no representation, does not guarantee and assumes no liability for the accuracy or completeness of, or any results obtained by application of, 
this Risk Analysis and conclusions provided herein.
Nothing in this communication constitutes an offer or solicitation to sell or purchase any securities and is not a commitment by Willis (or any affiliate) to provide 
or arrange any financing for any transaction or to purchase any security in connection therewith.  Willis assumes no obligation to update or otherwise revise 
these materials.  This communication has not been prepared with a view towards public disclosure under any securities laws and may not be reproduced, 
disseminated, quoted or referred to, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Willis.
Acceptance of this document shall be deemed agreement to the above.
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INTRODUCTION
Why would anyone want to allocate capital?
• to calculate how much premium to charge 

(prospective)
• to measure profitability on a risk adjusted basis 

(retrospective)

We’ll focus on calculating target premium
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INTRODUCTION
Remember:
• capital doesn’t actually get allocated
• we’re allocating the cost of the total firm’s capital
• we’re just saying “allocate capital” as shorthand
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INTRODUCTION
This presentation works in tandem with an 
accompanying spreadsheet workbook

Each numbered step in the slides corresponds to a 
sheet in the workbook

Let’s begin!
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (1)

Create or obtain simulation output
• make sure output is at the desired degree of 

granularity for allocation
We’ll use simulated data for 3 Lines of Business
• 3 lognormal distributions; mean =1m
• CVs of 20%, 50%, and 100%

Exact same data set as used for 2009 CAS Annual 
Meeting session of Mango, Venter, Bodoff
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (2)

For each simulated scenario
• Track loss of each line of business or “component”
• Track loss of the total firm
• Track how much each component contributes to the 

total loss
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (3)

Sort total losses by order of magnitude
• ascending or descending
• we’ll use descending order
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (4)

Select the “required capital rule” that underpins the 
amount of capital required to be held
How one chooses the required capital affects the 
allocation
For illustration we’ll use a “250 year return period”
• also known as Value at Risk or VaR(99.6%)
• in our simulated data, we have 1,000 simulated loss 

years
so we take the dollar amount such that one has a 99.6% 
probability of being less than or equal to that amount
– 4 losses out of 1,000 (i.e. 1 out of 250) will be greater
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (5)

Now we can begin the “layering” process
Goal 
• allocate total capital to loss scenarios

Key
• do not allocate all the capital in one fell swoop – the 

pitfall of all other capital allocation methods
• rather, allocate each granular bit of capital

allocate uniquely each dollar of capital
or, more practically, allocate each layer of capital
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (5)

How should one select the boundary points of the layers of 
capital?
• use a separate layer of capital for each loss scenario

1,000 simulations = 1,000 layers of capital
5,000 simulated losses = 5,000 layers of capital
etc.

In case of VaR required capital, the largest losses typically do not 
correspond to larger capital 
So you should layer the capital based on the lesser of {loss, 
capital}
• check that the layers of capital add up to the total capital
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (6)

We now have 2 columns of information:
column of insurer’s loss scenarios
column of layers of capital

Goal: allocate each layer of capital to loss scenarios
Note:
• each layer of capital will be allocated to numerous 

different loss scenarios
• each loss scenario receives allocation of capital from 

numerous layers of capital
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (7)

For each layer of capital:
• the layer of capital ought to be allocated only to 

losses that penetrate the layer
• each loss scenario that does penetrate the layer of 

capital receives allocation from that layer
Apply to a single layer of capital, then iterate
Sheet 7 shows detailed demonstration
• generates “expanding triangle of allocations”
• useful for understanding, but not needed in practice

use shortcut formulas
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (8)

In practice, you don’t need sheet 7
Sheet 8 shows two methods of condensing sheet 7
• calculation #1

do same formulas but condense into one column
• calculation #2

iterative formula 
– starts with smallest loss, proceeds to next larger loss

each loss scenario receives allocation of capital that is
– exactly the same amount as the next smaller loss scenario
– plus an incremental amount of capital from the next layer of 

capital
• for simulated losses, both calculations provide same answers
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (9)

We now have an initial allocation of capital to loss 
scenarios for the total firm
Each loss scenario’s allocated capital can be 
decomposed to individual line of business
• based on each line’s loss contribution to the total 

loss scenario
Now we have allocated capital by loss scenario by line 
of business
Sum each line of business across all loss scenarios
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (10)

So far
• we’ve allocated capital based on loss scenarios

But what about premium?
• use allocated capital to calculate target premium

Note:
• Initially, we calculated the capital amount so that the firm has

sufficient funds to satisfy VaR loss scenario
• collecting target premium then contributes to the amount of 

needed funds, which reduces the amount of needed capital
• capital → premium → reduces capital → reduces premium →

increases capital etc.
• need formula to solve the endless loop
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (10)

Premium = target premium net of expenses
EL = expected value of company’s loss
r% = required rate of return on capital
Net Capital = required capital - Premium

Premium = EL + r% * Net Capital
Premium = EL + r% * (required capital – Premium)

Premium = EL + r/(1+r) * (capital – EL)
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (10)

Calculate target premium net of expenses via:
• Premium = EL + r/(1+r) * (capital – EL)
Let’s use r% = 10%, for illustration purposes
Remember that EL = expected value of loss to the 
company
• losses capped at available capital
• slightly less than simulated expected loss
Calculate target premium for the whole portfolio
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (11)

Now apply to each LOB
• Expected Value of Company Loss by LOB
• Allocated Capital by LOB
• Calculate target premium by LOB
• Calculate target margin by LOB
• Allocated capital – target premium = Net Capital
• Target Margin / Net Capital balances to selected 

value of r% [required rate of return on capital] for 
all LOB

Capital Allocation by Percentile Layer is complete!
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (12)

Optional Extra Credit
• we can use an alternative method to perform step 

11
apply to detailed scenarios
then roll up to LOB level

• results are exactly the same, but achieves
enhanced granularity
insight into key drivers
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STEP BY STEP 
INSTRUCTIONS (12)

Optional Extra Credit
For each LOB for each loss scenario, we can calculate
• expected company loss
• allocated capital
• target premium
• target margin
• net capital
• return on capital
• target loss ratio by scenario
• pain function / utility function / Mango capital consumption 

formula by scenario
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SUMMARY
Capital allocation by percentile layer
• allocates from “firm level” to “scenario level” to “component 

level”
• component can be as granular as you like

LOB, state, individual policy, etc.

• allocates based on “which losses cause the firm to hold each 
dollar of capital”?

• rooted in “equitable cost allocation”
• takes the real world cost of holding capital and assigns it to the 

LOBs and policies that cause the firm to incur this cost
• takes exposure, risk, and capital and interconnects them to risk

adjusted pricing and to risk adjusted profitability measurement
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CORRESPONDENCE

neil.bodoff@willis.com
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